The spherical entanglement entropy of higher-spin fields conjectured by Benedetti and Casini is shown to follow by extrapolation of already existing low spin expressions. The corresponding fermion formula is also exhibited.
Introduction.
In a recent work Benedetti and Casini, [1] , have evaluated, in a detailed field theoretic fashion, the entanglement entropy of gravitons (linearised general relativity) for a spherical surface. After a considerable amount of mode analysis and gauge considerations the answer for the relevant logarithm coefficient turned out to be 61/45. The coefficient for the photon was also found, by the same technique, as 16/45, which is a known number. The scalar value of 1/90 is standard.
Benedetti and Casini also hazarded, on the basis of a reasonable mode assumption, that the value for any (massless) field of (integer) spin (helicity) j has the quadratic form
In the present note I do not derive these results in any fundamental way, rather I will just show how they follow from a combination of formulae which already exist in the literature. These formulae are valid for low spins (≤ 1) and are extended to the higher spins by hypothesis. Why they work in any basic way, I have no idea. The reason seems to be related to the hyperbolic Plancherel measure.
I will also discuss half-integer spins in the same vein.
2.The calculation
The entanglement entropy (the universal logarithm part) is obtained by the offshell method used in [2, 3] for the low spins. All the basic equations are given there and I will not repeat them here. The manifold is static de Sitter and the entropy is determined thermodynamically from the finite temperature internal energy which is given by integrating the energy density up to sufficiently near the horizon to reveal the logarithm. The density itself can be found by conformal transformation from that on Rindler space or around a cosmic string and is again related to that on the open Einstein universe, T × H 3 , which is the relevant 'optical' space.
The actual expressions can be found in [4] and references therein. An arithmetic error was corrected in [5] . The finite temperature energy density on T × H 3 is given in equn.(30) of this last reference as is the zero temperature value on the dual T ×S After some manipulation the expression for the log coefficient in the entanglement entropy derived in [3] was reduced to an integral involving the polynomial in the temperature appearing in the energy density on Rindler space (or the cosmic string) which here I obtain from that on T × H 3 with the additional inclusion of a zero temperature value in order to make the total vanish in Minkowski space. The formula for this universal log coefficient is,
The polynomials (I separate integer and half-integer spins) follow from equn. (30) of [5] for the open Einstein finite temperature energy density. After the Minkowski subtraction (B = 1) there results,
, fermions , and performing the integral yields,
There is no need to present particular values. I give only that for the massless Rarita-Schwinger field, j = 3/2,
which should be amenable to a detailed field theoretic derivationà la [1] .
Discussion
We see that the conjecture (1) of [1] has been arrived at essentially by extrapolation from low spins without any higher-spin field theoretic input. It is presented here simply as a numerological extension. That the expressions are quadratic in the spin would seem to be important.
The fact these forms appear to be correct, in particular for the graviton which has a full derivation, [1] , shows that equn.(29) in [5] for the Casimir energy on the (closed) Einstein Universe is the appropriate one, in this case, This gives the vacuum energy, 
960
.
For the graviton and Rarita-Schwinger, E 2 = 41 120 , E 3/2 = 97 960 .
